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The objective of the contract "Research to provide automated training and testing capability for Air Defense weapon systems" is to demonstrate the training and testing potential of a portable, microcomputer-based instructional delivery system utilizing videodisc laser image access, videographic overlay of computer generated imagery, task action responses via equipment console mock-up, and courseware authoring/control with enhanced Programming Language for Interactive Teaching (PLANIT). A 20-minute sample Skill Qualification Test (SQT) Hands-On Component will be developed for Military Occupational Specialty (MOS).
20. (continued)

25L—the AN/TSQ-73 (Missile Minder) air defense artillery command and control system operator/repairer. This report provides PLANIT programming for a representative 3 of 12 tasks identified as critical AN/TSQ-73 console operator’s tasks. The programming strategy allows errors to be tested in a realistic manner, by an algorithm which evaluates console mock-up switch sequences in terms of optional order and previously activated switches. The programming for these tasks can serve as a model for programming additional tasks.
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

1.1 CONTRACT OVERVIEW

This report contains courseware materials for the contract "Research to Provide Automated Training and Testing Capability for Air Defense Weapon Systems" (Contract No. MDA 903-81-C-0218). This contract is being performed by Perceptronics and Honeywell for the U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences. The objective of this contract is to demonstrate the training and testing potential of a microcomputer-based videodisc instructional delivery system for U.S. Army Air Defense weapon systems. Sample Skill Qualification Test (SQT) Hands-On Component (HOC) are to be developed for the MOS 25L -- the AN/TSQ-73 (Missile Minder) air defense artillery command and control system operator/repairer.

The SQT is to be administered on a portable, relatively inexpensive trainer/tester delivery system, designed and built by Perceptronics. The functional capabilities of the system include an LSI 11/23 microprocessor with memory management, videodisc laser image access, videographic overlay of computer-generated imagery, and interactive real-time task action responses via equipment console mock-up. The courseware is to be done by using the PLANIT (Programming LANGUAGE for Interactive Teaching) authoring system. PLANIT will handle the instruction capability for the simulator.
SECTION 2

PLANIT AND THE SQT

2.1 INTRODUCTION TO PLANIT

PLANIT is a computer assisted instruction (CAI) and automatic testing system. It can be installed on almost any computer-based system to be used as a framework for instruction or testing. PLANIT operates in two modes: the authoring mode which the programmer uses to program the lesson or tasks; and the student mode which the student uses to take the tests or sequence through the instructions.

The main programming unit for PLANIT is the frame. A primary purpose of the frame is to provide a basis to query the student, receive the answer, and interpret and evaluate the student answers. Within the program, frames can be entered sequentially (from the previous frame) or control can branch to various frames depending on the particular student answer that was given. Frames can also be used as basic programming units; IF-THEN statements or FOR loops are examples of programming statements that can be used. When a student is sequencing through a task, PLANIT updates and stores information about the correctness of responses for each student.

A frame itself is further divided into groups and lines. The lines are used for recording the actual programming code. The number of groups within a frame depends on the particular kind of frame. Three different kinds of frames are used in the Missile Minder courseware: Q (Question), D (Decision), and P (Programming) frames. Each of these frames will be described in more detail.

The Q Frame. An example of a Q (or question) frame is provided in Figure 1. More lines for each of the groups can be added as needed. Group 1 is the label.
A label can be a number (a whole number or one with a decimal point) or a name label. Group 2 is the text. This is what is printed out to the student. It can include instructions or test questions. Group 3 contains the answers to the text of the previous group. Each possible answer is labeled and referred for action to Group 4. Group 4 is the action that should be taken depending on each answer. Possible actions include selective feedback, branching to other frames, and changing the values of variables.

The D Frame. An example of a D (or decision) frame is provided in Figure 2. A D frame is composed of two groups: the label (same as for the Q frame) and the criteria group. The criteria group is used to prescribe actions based on student performance. The actions are usually prescribed through the use of IF-THEN statements or FOR loops.

The P Frame. An example of a P (or programming) frame is provided in Figure 3. A P frame is also composed of two groups: the label and the statements group. The P frame functions as a subroutine. Statements that always occur together in the courseware can be combined in a P frame. Another frame can then call this P frame. After execution of the commands, the P frame will return control to the succeeding statement in the calling frame. The use of a P frame can make the program more efficient.

2.2 SQT OVERVIEW

The SQT Requirements Analysis Report (Interim Report) provides a summary of the 12 Missile Minder tasks that were to be tested. Each of the tasks is broken down into discrete performance measures that can be used to evaluate student performance. The number of performance measures for the 12 tasks range from four to 13 and include the following kinds of actions:

- Switch action
FRAME (P) LABEL=
G2. STATEMENTS
  1)
This report will describe how the courseware can be programmed to evaluate these kinds of performance measures.

For several reasons, evaluation of these kinds of performance is different from what PLANIT was originally designed to do. The Missile Minder system uses very little text processing and, rather, operates in real-time. The operator is required to manipulate graphics symbols on a radar screen. Furthermore, a CAI and testing system for Missile Minder will be required to analyze sequences of actions instead of discrete keyboard entries as is typical for CAI programs. The challenge was to modify PLANIT so that it could be used for this real-time, graphics manipulation system. Many of the modifications to PLANIT were done directly to the courseware by Perceptronics and PLANIT's developer, Dr. Charles Frye. The courseware described in this report will refer to these modifications at various points but will mostly rely on changing PLANIT within its existing structure to enable the needed capabilities for Missile Minder.

PLANIT is designed to handle only three kinds of errors: deletions, wrong entries, and exceeding the time limit. For Missile Minder, six different types of errors are possible within a task:

- Extra switch actions were included, but not needed
- Action deleted
- Substituted wrong action for the correct one
- Wrong keyboard entry
- Action included, but done out of order
- Task exceeded the allotted time limit
When taking a test, it is important that the student be given the most detailed performance feedback possible. Analyzing a sequence of actions is difficult for an instructor and, thus, is difficult for PLANIT. The same response can be interpreted in several ways. The challenge for this task was to write the courseware so that the student answers could be evaluated as intelligently as possible and the students could be given useful feedback for evaluating their own performance.
3.1 INTRODUCTION

To present the courseware, it has been written in frames such as those presented in Figures 1-3. Each page will represent a separate frame. The courseware material for three of the tasks is presented in Appendixes A, B, and C. The courseware presented here has not been implemented and tested on the simulator; it has only been desk-checked. It is expected that some bugs in the programming will turn up when this courseware is implemented.

The following three tasks were programmed:

- Task S079 - Enter fixed point site
- Task S071 - Perform hooking procedures
- Task S078 - Enter FU data on DDG and ARO

These three tasks were programmed because they were judged to be representative of the other tasks and could be used to demonstrate the full power of the courseware.

The goal of the courseware programming was to be able to "intelligently" interpret errors. Error interpretation presented several problems. First, there are many possible sequences of responses. As an example for a simple three switch-action sequence, if there are three operational switches, all other responses are lumped into one category, and deletions are counted, there would be $5^3$ or 125 possible response sequences. This doesn't include the possibility that more than three switch actions could erroneously be made during the task.
Having a discrete path for each sequence is not possible; a method must be found where novel responses can be interpreted. A second problem is that there can be several different ways to interpret errors. As an example, if all three switch actions were included but the first one was done last, then it could be interpreted either as: 1) the first switch action was performed out of order; or 2) the first switch action was deleted and there was an extra, unneeded response at the end of the sequence. The program should be able to determine which is more plausible if it is to act "intelligently."

The method that is used to analyze the errors is a hypothesis-test method. The program makes an hypothesis about the type of error; if later information disconfirms the hypothesis, then another hypothesis is made on the basis of the new information. As an example of how this works, consider a sequence--A, B, C--in which the student erroneously responds with X, B, C. The program evaluates the responses as they occur. When the X is entered, the program hypothesizes that it is an extra, unneeded response at the beginning. The next response, B, provides information that disconfirms that hypothesis: X is, rather, a substitution for the correct response, A. The program then makes the new hypothesis that a substitution error has occurred in the first position. The last response, C, offers further evidence for that hypothesis. Using this hypothesis-test method, the program can intelligently interpret errors and respond to novel responses.

3.2 FEATURES OF THE COURSEWARE

This section describes the features that are common to the courseware programs presented in the appendix.

Error Storage

Errors are stored in arrays with a length equal to the number of possible switch actions or keyboard entries, as appropriate for the error type. The following six error types are stored:
o ARRAY1 - an unnecessary response was recorded
o ARRAY2 - a switch action was deleted
o ARRAY3 - substituted a wrong switch action for a correct one
o ARRAY4 - a wrong keyboard entry was made
o ARRAY5 - a switch action was performed out of order
o ARRAY6 - the task took too long to complete

A Ø in the array means that no error occurred; 1 or higher means that an error occurred. The value can be greater than 1 for ARRAY1 when several unneeded responses can and might occur. The error arrays are changed to reflect the current hypothesis.

PM Array

The PM array is used in the feedback stage to store the correctness of each performance measure for a task. The size of the array is the same as the number of performance measures for the task; it can range from four to 13. Again, a Ø means that the performance measure was performed correctly and a 1 means that an error occurred for the particular performance measure indexed.

Task Termination

Task termination is a difficult problem. If the student does the task incorrectly, the last response listed for the task may or may not be the last response that the student makes. Several possibilities exist for how to terminate the task:

o Terminate on the last response listed
o Terminate after the required number of switch actions
o Terminate after a certain time limit between responses
o Have the student push a special switch when the task is done
The first three methods were rejected because they couldn't allow for certain kinds of errors or they would place long, unnecessary pauses in the task.
The last method, a special switch, was chosen. This method gives more control to the student. In the courseware, this switch is listed as the "ACT" action switch.

Switch Actions

In the courseware, each switch action will be interpreted as a discrete event. A switch action will prompt the Q frame to perform the appropriate action contingent upon the response.

Keyboard Responses

The purpose of certain switch actions is to read the keyboard entries. Thus, unlike switch actions, a keyboard entry will not prompt the Q frame to proceed to the appropriate action. Rather, the program will determine, based upon a switch action, when the keyboard entries are to be read.

Hooking

A hooking procedure is used to specify that a target, fire unit, or other radar symbol is to be processed further. Once a symbol is hooked, a graphics feature appears around the hooked symbol and follows it across the radar screen. Thus, each symbol must be potentially "hookable." To accomplish this, each radar symbol must have a hook symbol around it which can either be in the off or on state. When hooked, the symbol would change from off to on. This capability is a modification to the courseware that is not handled by Honeywell. During the courseware, the program will refer to, but not specify, this capability.
Cursor Control

One of the methods used to hook a symbol on the radar screen is to use the position tab, which controls a cursor, to position the cursor over the symbol. This feature should be hardwired and so is not considered in this courseware.
4.1 INTRODUCTION

The courseware for each of the three tasks appears in the appendix. In this section of the report, the courseware will be described and summarized.

4.2 TASK 1 - ENTER FIXED POINT SITE

The hands-on test worksheet for this task, taken from the Interim Report, is reproduced as Figure 4. The courseware for the task is in Appendix A. This task was chosen as representative of the others because it must be performed exactly in the order listed in Figure 4. It provides a good example of how the hypothesis-test method can be used to interpret the results.

To explain how the program works, refer to Appendix A. The first three frames are the instructions. They specify the specific conditions and what the students are required to do. The instructions are taken from the appropriate boxes in Figure 4. To advance from one frame to the next in the instructions, the student is required to push the action (ACT) switch.

The task starts at Frame 1 and waits on this frame until any switch action is made. The program spells out the actions to be taken by listing the allowable switch actions (TS1, TF4, or TF5). The action group in the frame indicates what should be done if other switches are pushed ("-" in G4). Also, the action switch will terminate the task. If the student takes too long, the program will branch to the TIMOUT frame and also terminate the task.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TASK NUMBER: 441-074-1035</th>
<th>LOCAL NUMBER: 5079</th>
<th>SKILL LEVEL: 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TASK STATEMENT: Enter fixed point site.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONDITIONS: Task is performed on the AN/TSQ-73 console. System is energized and operational. TM 9-143C-652-10-3 is available. System is configured to either Battalion or Group. GECREF coordinates for a fixed point site will be provided.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STANDARDS: A fixed point site must be entered IAW TM 9-143C-652-10-3, Figure 4-28, without error within 2 minutes.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PREREQUISITE DATA: Soldier is required to enter a radar site at GECREF coordinates NKHH4715.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERFORMANCE MEASURES:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Press TASK SELECTIONS-TRACK DATA.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Enter GECREF coordinates on AN keyboard.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Press TASK FUNCTIONS-POSN ENTRY.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Enter symbol code on AN keyboard.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Press TASK FUNCTIONS-SITE INIT-IDENT.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Complete performance measures 1-5 within 2 minutes.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REFERENCES: TM 9-143C-652-10-3, Figure 4-28, p. 4-47; SM FM 44-25L, p. 2-199</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONSOLE SET-UP: Map shown on PPI.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONSOLE FUNCTIONALITY: TSI, TF4, TF5. AN keyboard</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4
Depending on the switch action, the program will branch to other frames within the program to continue with the hypothesis and test procedure. It is constantly evaluating responses and filling in the error arrays when appropriate.

The last frames in the program are the feedback frames. FEED provides detailed feedback on the type of error and the point that the error occurred. SUMMARY provides a summary of the results and indicates, for each performance measure, whether it was done correctly or not.

Figure 5 contains a list of some of the possible sequences of responses for this task and how the system would interpret that sequence. In this figure, "other" stands for a response other than those activated (TS1, TF4, or TF5) and PM stands for performance measure (refer back to Figure 4). For this example the keyboard entries are evaluated separately, a fairly straightforward process, and are not presented in the examples. This is just a small subset of the possible responses but provides an example of how the program intelligently interprets the response sequences.

4.3 TASK 2 - PERFORM HOOKING PROCEDURES

The hands-on test worksheet is reproduced as Figure 6 and the courseware for this task is presented in Appendix B. This task was chosen as representative of the others because it is embedded in most of the tasks. Also, it provides an example of a real-time control problem. The task is divided into four subtasks; the four can be performed in any order desired. Once within a subtask, however, the steps must be performed in order.

The first couple instruction frames and the feedback frames are much the same as those in the first task. The fourth frame, labelled HOOK, is used to branch the program to the appropriate subtask. The branch occurs according to the switch action taken. If the switch action is the first action in a subtask it will branch to that particular subtask. If the program is at HOOK and
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TS1</td>
<td>Correct response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS1</td>
<td>PM3 deleted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS1</td>
<td>PM3 substituted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS1</td>
<td>PM5 substituted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>two unneeded responses before PM1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>one unneeded response before PM5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>two unneeded responses before PM1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF5</td>
<td>PM1, PM3, PM5 performed out of order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF4</td>
<td>PM1, PM2 performed out of order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>PM1 substituted, unneeded response after PM5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PM = performance measure (see Figure 4)  
X = response other than TS1, TF4, or TF5

Figure 5. Example Responses
### HANDS-ON TEST WORKSHEET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TASK NUMBER:</th>
<th>LOCAL NUMBER:</th>
<th>SKILL LEVEL:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>441-074-1029</td>
<td>S071</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Task Statement:** Perform hooking procedures.

**Conditions:**
Task is performed on the AN/TSQ-73 console. System is energized and operational. TM 9-1430-652-10-3 is available. System is configured to either Battalion or Group. Requirements for hooking tracks by four methods will be provided.

**Standards:**
Number, GEOREF, position, and sequence hooking procedures must be performed IAW TM 9-1430-652-10-3, Figure 4-14 and Figure 4-13, without error within 5 minutes.

**Prerequisite Data:**
Soldier is required to perform hooking procedures as follows: 1) number hook on ATOL-1 track number AB 120; b) GEOREF position hook for a track at coordinates POEC 3040; c) position hook for the track designated as AB121; and d) sequence hook for all high-threat tracks.

**Performance Measures:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>A. Number hook</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Enter track number on AN keyboard.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Press TASK FUNCTIONS-NUMBER HOOK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. GEOREF position hook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Press TASK SELECTIONS-TRACK DATA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Enter GEOREF coordinates on AN keyboard.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Press TASK FUNCTIONS-POSN ENTRY.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Press TASK FUNCTIONS-POSN HOOK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Position hook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Position tab on symbol to be hooked.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Press TASK FUNCTIONS-POSN HOOK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Sequence hook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Enter sequence hook category on AN keyboard.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Press TASK FUNCTIONS-SEQ HOOK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Complete performance measures 1-10 within 5 minutes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Inputs:**
- "AB120" MI4
- TS1
- "POEC3040" TF4
- MI6
- TA1 (opt.)
- TA2
- MI6
- "H" MI3
- MI3 (opt.)

**References:**
TM 9-1430-652-10-3, Figure 4-14, Figure 4-13, p. 4-29, p. 4-27; SM FM 44-25L, p. 2-186, p. 2-185

**Console Set-Up:** At least four tracks shown on PPI. No symbols are hooked. One track is located at coordinates POEC 3040. Two tracks are designated as AB120 and AB121. Two tracks are designated as high-threat tracks.

**Console Functionality:**
TS1, MI4, MI3, MI6, TF4, TA1, TA2, AN keyboard

Figure 6
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receives an input other than the four subtask switch actions, it will interpret this response as unneeded and wait until it receives one that it can interpret.

Another different feature of this task is that it assumes that an action is deleted until it encounters information to indicate otherwise. Also, the subtask for the position hook largely depends on cursor control, a function that cannot be done by PLANIT courseware. This capability takes special commands that were not developed by Honeywell.

4.4 TASK 3 - ENTER FU DATA ON DDG AND ARO

The hands-on test worksheet for this task is reproduced as Figure 7 and the courseware for the task is presented in Appendix C. This task was chosen because, of all the tasks in the interim report, it contains the most performance measures (13). The switch actions can be done in any order and the task contains a large number of keyboard entries.

The instruction and feedback frames are similar to the previous two tasks and will not be discussed further. Because the switch actions can be performed in any order, this presents a problem for how to interpret "other" responses; those not listed the SETUP frame. The "other" responses can be interpreted as either a substitution or an unneeded response. The program interprets the responses as follows. When an "other" response is received, it queries the keyboard input to see if the "other" response can be interpreted, as a substitution, from the keyboard entry. If the keyboard entry matches one of the possible entries and the switch action that triggers the matched keyboard entry has not been performed yet, then the program will hypothesize that the "other" response is a substitution for the switch action that was supposed to trigger the keyboard entry. Otherwise, it will interpret it as an unneeded response. If the switch action, that was hypothesized to be substituted for is performed later, the hypothesis will have to be changed. In this case the "other" response is reinterpreted to be an unneeded response. Besides this feature, the programming for this task is fairly simple.
# HANDS-ON TEST WORKSHEET

**TASK NUMBER:** 441-074-1034  
**LOCAL NUMBER:** S078  
**SKILL LEVEL:** 1

**TASK STATEMENT:** Enter FU data on DDG and ARO.

**CONDITIONS:**
Task is performed on the AN/TSQ-73 console. System is energized and operational. TM 9-1430-652-10-3 is available. System is configured to Battalion. Required fire unit data will be provided.

**STANDARDS:**
Fire unit data must be entered IAW TM 9-1430-652-10-3, Figure 4-27, without error within 6 minutes.

**PREREQUISITE DATA:**
Soldier is required to enter the following fire unit data on ARO and DDG:
- **FU ADDRESS:** A12
- **ROW NUMBER:** 05
- **FU ALERT STATUS:** 15
- **HOT MISSILE COUNT:** 20 (WARHEAD TYPE C)
- **COLD MISSILE COUNT:** 15 (WARHEAD TYPE C)
- **FU STATUS:** READY

**PERFORMANCE MEASURES:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INPUTS</th>
<th>TS9</th>
<th>TF1</th>
<th>TF3</th>
<th>TF5</th>
<th>TF6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1.</strong> Press TASK SELECTIONS-STATUS BOARD DATA.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2.</strong> Hook fire unit.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Row number</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3.</strong> Enter DDG row number on AN keyboard</td>
<td>&quot;A1205&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4.</strong> Press TASK FUNCTIONS-ASSIGN ROW NUMBER</td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;15&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Alert status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5.</strong> Enter FU alert status on AN keyboard.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6.</strong> Press TASK FUNCTIONS-FU ALERT STATUS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;C020&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Missile count</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TF5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7.</strong> Enter missile type and count on AN keyboard.</td>
<td>reversed order</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8.</strong> Press TASK FUNCTIONS-MSL COUNT HOT.</td>
<td>TF3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9.</strong> Enter missile type and count on AN keyboard.</td>
<td>&quot;C15&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>10.</strong> Press TASK FUNCTIONS-MSL COUNT COLD.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>correct</td>
<td>TF6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. FU status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>11.</strong> Enter fire unit status on AN keyboard.</td>
<td>&quot;R&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>12.</strong> Press TASK FUNCTIONS-FU STATUS.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TF4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>13.</strong> Complete performance measures 1-12 within 6 minutes.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**REFERENCES:**
TM 9-1430-652-10-3, Figure 4-27, p. 4-45; SM FM 44-25L, p. 2-198

**CONSOLE SET-UP:**
Fire unit designated as A12 is shown on PPI. FU is not hooked.

**CONSOLE FUNCTIONALITY:**
TS9, TF1, TF3, TF4, TF5, TF6, AN keyboard, hooking procedure

*Figure 7*
4.5 OTHER FEATURES

The courseware can also be designed to enable the student to enter information such as his name, social security number, rank, and the date. This can be done similar to how it was done for the TACFIRE PLANIT system that Honeywell authored. The relevant portion of that courseware has been reproduced in Appendix D. Also, at the beginning of the testing session, the student is required to read and page through a set of general instructions.

Presenting the instructions is very simple on PLANIT. The text is presented on a Q frame and the system waits for the appropriate response (such as an action switch input) to page to the next set of instructions. The instructions for the testing session are presented in text form in Appendix D.

Another consideration in programming this Missile Minder simulator is that it can be designed to make the user-computer interaction very simple through the use of the touch panel. The touch panel could be used in the instruction and interaction segments. A possibility is a menu selection system that could be used to enter the date or select tests by touching the panel. Students (and instructors) would find this system very easy to use.

4.6 SUMMARY

These three tasks show how PLANIT can be used to intelligently interpret and evaluate a response string in real-time. Modifying PLANIT to accomplish this was a difficult process. At many points I was frustrated because the PLANIT structure seemed to hinder the programming rather than facilitate it. I felt that a language such as FORTRAN could have handled some of the problems much easier. Nevertheless, PLANIT has been demonstrated, through these examples, to handle evaluation of these real-time tasks.
APPENDIX A

ENTER FIXED POINT SITE
FRAME  (Q) LABEL= START 1
G2. TEXT
  1) TEST 1
  2) ENTER FIXED POINT SITE
  3) (TASK 441-074-1035)
  4)
  5) (MORE)

G3. ANSWERS
  1) 0 WAIT 60
  2) A+ACT

G4. ACTIONS
  1) -F: PRESS THE "ACTION" SWITCH TO PROCEED
FRAME (Q) LABEL= COND 1

G2. TEXT
1) THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS PERTAIN TO THIS TEST:
2) 1. YOU ARE OPERATING A GROUP OR BATTALION MISSILE MINDER COMPUTER SYSTEM WHICH IS ENERGIZED AND OPERATIONAL.
3) 2. YOU MAY REFER TO THE APPROPRIATE TECHNICAL MANUAL(S).

G3. ANSWERS
1) O WAIT 60
2) A+ACT

G4. ACTIONS
1) '-F: PRESS THE "ACTION" SWITCH TO PROCEED
G2. TEXT
1) YOU ARE REQUIRED TO DO THE FOLLOWING.
2) ENTER A RADAR SITE AT GEOREF COORDINATES NKHH4715
3) COMPLETE THE TASK WITHIN 2 MINUTES
4)
5) (MORE)

G3. ANSWERS
1) 0 WAIT 60
2) A+ACT

G4. ACTIONS
1) '-F:PRESS THE "ACTION" SWITCH TO PROCEED
FRAME  (Q) LABEL=1

G2. TEXT
   1) $

G3. ANSWERS
   1) A+TS1
   2) B+TF4
   3) C+TF5
   4) D+ACT

G4. ACTIONS
   1) A B:2
   2) B C:FLAG=FLAG-1  B:1.1
   3) C C:FLAG=FLAG-1  B:1.2
   4) - B:1.3
   5) D B:1.4
   6) ' B:TIMOUT
FRAME (D) LABEL=1.1

G2. CRITERIA

(1) C:FRMNUM=1.1
2) IF FLAG EQ 0     B:READAN 1
3) C:ARRAY5(2)=ARRAY5(2)+1
4) IF ARRAY1(1) GT 0 C:ARRAY1(1)=ARRAY1(1)-1   C:ARRAY3(1)=1
   C:ARRAY6(2)=ARRAY6(2)-1   B:3
5) C:ARRAY2(1)=1      B:3
FRAME     0) LABEL=1.2

G2. CRITERIA

1)  C:FRMNUM=1.2
2)  IF FLAG EQ 0  B:READAN2
3)  IF ARRAY1(1) GT 1  C:ARRAY1(1)=ARRAY1(1)+2
    C:ARRAY2(1)=ARRAY2(1)+1  C:ARRAY2(2)=ARRAY2(2)+1
4)  C:ARRAY5(3)=ARRAY5(3)+1
5)  B:2
FRAME (D) LABEL = 1.3

G2. CRITERIA

(1) C: ARRAY1(1) = ARRAY1(1) + 1
(2) B: 1
G2. STATEMENTS
1) C:ARRAY2(1)=1  C:ARRAY2(2)=1  C:ARRAY2(3)=1
2) B:FINISH
FRAME (Q) LABEL=2

G2. TEXT

1) $ \$

G3. ANSWERS

1) A+TF4
2) B+TS1
3) C+TF5
4) D+ACT

G4. ACTIONS

1) A  C:FLAG=FLAG-1  B:2.1
2) B  C:ARRAY6(1)=ARRAY6(1)+1  B:3
3) C  C:FLAG=FLAG-1  B:2.2
4) D  B:2.4
5) -  B:2.3
6) -  B:TIMOUT
FRAME (0) LABEL=2.1
G2. CRITERIA
1) C:FRMNUM=2.1
2) IF FLAG=0  B:READAN1
3) B:3
G2. CRITERIA

(1) C: FRMNUM = 2.1
(2) IF FLAG EQ 0 B: READAN2
(3) C: ARRAY5(3) = ARRAY5(3) + 1
(4) IF ARRAY1(2) GT 0 C: ARRAY3(2) = 1 C: ARRAY5(3) = ARRAY5(3) - 1
   C: ARRAY1(2) = ARRAY1(2) - 1 B: 4
(5) C: ARRAY2(2) = ARRAY2(2) - 1 B: 3
FRAME (D) LABEL=2.3

G2. CRITERIA
1) C:ARRAY1(2)=ARRAY1(2)+1
2) B:2
FRAME (D) LABEL=2.4

G2. CRITERIA

(1) IF ARRAY1(1) GT 0 C: ARRAY3(1) = ARRAY3(1) + 1
    C: ARRAY1(1) = ARRAY1(1) - 1
(2) IF ARRAY1(1) GT 0 C: ARRAY3(2) = ARRAY3(2) + 1
    C: ARRAY1(1) = ARRAY1(1) - 1
(3) C: ARRAY2(2) = 1 C: ARRAY2(3) = 1
(4) B: TIMOUT
FRAME (Q) LABEL = 3

G2. TEXT

1) $S$

G3. ANSWERS

1) $A + TF5$
2) $B + TS1$
3) $C + TF4$
4) $D + ACT$

G4. ACTIONS

1) A C: FLAG = FLAG - 1 B: 3.1
2) B C: ARRAY5(1) = ARRAY5(1) + 1 B: 4
3) C C: FLAG = FLAG - 1 B: 3.2
4) D B: 3.3
5) - B: 3.4
6) B: TIMEOUT
FRAME (D) LABEL=3.1

G2. CRITERIA
1) C:FRMNUM=3.1
2) IF FLAG EQ 0   B:READAN1
3) B:4
FRAME (D) LABEL=3.2

G2. CRITERIA

(1) C:FRMNUM=3.2
(2) IF FLAG EQ 0 B:READAN2
(3) C:ARRAY5(2)=ARRAY5(2)+1
(4) IF ARRAY5(2) AND ARRAY2(1) GT 0 C:ARRAY2(1)=ARRAY2(1)-1
(5) B:4
FRAME  (D) LABEL=3.3

G2. CRITERIA

(1) IF ARRAY1(3) GT 0  C:ARRAY3(3)=ARRAY3(3)+1
    C:ARRAY1(3)=ARRAY1(3)-1  B:FINISH
(2) C:ARRAY2(3)=ARRAY2(3)+1
(3) B:FINISH
FRAME (D) LABEL= 3.4

G2. CRITERIA

1) B: ARRAY1(3)=ARRAY1(3)+1
2) B: 3
FRAME (Q) LABEL=4

G2. TEXT
1) $ 

G3. ANSWERS
1) A+TS1
2) B+TF4
3) C+TF5
4) D+ACT

G4. ACTIONS
1) A B:4.1
2) B C:FLAG=FLAG-1 B:4.2
3) C C:FLAG=FLAG-1 B:4.3
4) D B:FINISH
5) - B:4.4
6) . B:TIMOUT
FRAME (D) LABEL= 4.1
G2. CRITERIA
1) C:ARRAY5(1)=ARRAY5(1)+1
2) B:4
FRAME (D) LABEL= 4.2

G2. CRITERIA

(1) C:FRMNUM=4.2
(2) IF FLAG EQ 0 B:READAN1
(3) C:ARRAY5(2)=ARRAY5(2)+1
(4) B:4
FRAME       (D) LABEL = 4.3
G2. CRITERIA
1) C : FRMNUM = 4.3
2) IF FLAG EQ 0 B : READAN2
3) C : ARRAYS(3) = ARRAYS(3) + 1
4) B : 4
FRAME (D) LABEL = 4.4

G2. CRITERIA
   1) \textit{C:ARRAY1(3)=ARRAY1(3)+1}
   2) \textit{B:4}
FRAME

G2. TEXT

1) $\text{G2. TEXT}$

G3. ANSWERS

1) A+NKHH4715

G4. ACTIONS

1) A: C: FLAG=FLAG+1  B: FRMNUM
2) C: FLAG=FLAG+1  C: ARRAY4(1)=ARRAY4(1)+1  B: FRMNUM
FRAME (Q) LABEL=READAN2
G2. TEXT
  1) $ 

G3. ANSWERS
  1) A+R 

G4. ACTIONS
  1) A C:FLAG=FLAG+1
  2) - C:FLAG=FLAG+1 C:ARRAY4(1)=ARRAY4(1)+1 B:FRMNUM
FRAME (D) LABEL=FINISH

G2. CRITERIA

(1) FOR I=1,2
(2) IF ARRAY2(I) GT 0 AND ARRAY6(I+1) GT 0
    THEN ARRAY5(I+1)=ARRAY5(I+1)-1  B:L9
(3) FOR (I=1,3) IF ARRAY5(I) GT 0 AND ARRAY5(I) GT 0
    THEN ARRAY2(I)=ARRAY2(I)-1
(4) B:FEED
FRAME (0) LABEL=FEED

G2. CRITERIA

1) C:I=0
2) IF ARRAY1(I) EQ 0 B:L4
3) C:ARRAY1(I) UNNEEDED SWITCH ACTIONS AT STEP' I*2 C:PM(I)=1
4) C:I=I+1
5) IF I LT 3 B:L2
6) C:I=1
7) IF ARRAY2(3) EQ 0 B:L9
8) C:'THE SWITCH ACTION AT STEP' I*2 'was deleted' C:PM(I*2)=1
9) C:I=I+1
10) IF I LT 3 B:L7
11) C:I=1
12) IF ARRAY3(I) EQ 0 B:L14
13) C:'THE SWITCH ACTION AT STEP' 2*I 'WAS SUBSTITUTED WITH A WRONG RESPONSE' C:PM(I*2)=1
14) C:I=I+1
15) IF I LT 3 B:L12
16) C:I=1
17) IF ARRAY4(I) EQ 0 B:L21
18) C:'THE WRONG INFORMATION WAS ENTERED ON THE KEYBOARD AT STEP'
   C:I+2 C:PM(I+2)=1
19) C:I=I+1
20) IF I LT 2 B:L17
21) C:I=1
22) IF ARRAYS(1) EQ 0 B:L26
23) C:'SWITCH ACTION' 2*I 'WAS PERFORMED OUT OF ORDER' C:PM(I)=1
24) C:I=I+1
25) IF I LT 3 B:L22
26) IF PM(I) EQ 0 FOR (I=1,6) F:TASK WAS PERFORMED CORRECTLY
27) B:SUMMARY
FRAME (D) LABEL=TIMOUT

G2. CRITERIA
1) F: THE TASK EXCEEDED THE TIME LIMIT
2) C: PM(6)=1
FRAME (D) LABEL = SUMMARY

G2. CRITERIA
1) F:*****************************************
2) F: SUMMARY
3) F: PERFORMANCE MEASURE PASS FAIL
4) C: I=1 C: COLUMN = 26 + PM(I) * 8
5) ALIGN X, COLUMN
APPENDIX B

PERFORM HOOKING PROCEDURES
G2. TEXT

1) TEST 2
2) PERFORM HOOKING PROCEDURES
3) (TASK 441-074-1029)
4) 
5) (MORE)

G3. ANSWERS

1) 0 WAIT 60
2) A+ACT

G4. ACTIONS

1) '-PRESS THE "ACTION" SWITCH TO PROCEED
1) THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS PERTAIN TO THIS TEST
2) 1. YOU ARE OPERATING A GROUP OR BATTALION MISSILE MINDER COMPUTER SYSTEM WHICH IS ENERGIZED AND OPERATIONAL
3) 2. YOU MAY REFER TO THE APPROPRIATE TECHNICAL MANUAL(S)

G3. ANSWERS
1) 1) 0 WAIT 60
2) A+ACT

G4. ACTIONS
1) 'F: PRESS THE "ACTION" SWITCH TO PROCEED
G2. TEXT

1) YOU ARE REQUIRED TO DO THE FOLLOWING:
2) 3) 1. PERFORM A NUMBER HOOK ON ATDL-1 TRACK NUMBER AB 120
4) 2. PERFORM A GEOREF POSITION HOOK FOR A TRACK AT COORDINATES PDEC 3040
5) 3. PERFORM A POSITION HOOK FOR THE TRACK DESIGNATED AS AB121
6) 4. PERFORM A SEQUENCE HOOK FOR ALL HIGH-THREAT TRACKS
7) 5. COMPLETE THE TASK WITHIN 5 MINUTES
8) (MORE)

G3. ANSWERS

1) 0 WAIT 60
2) A+ACT

G4. ACTIONS

1) "-F: PRESS THE "ACTION" SWITCH TO PROCEED
FRAME (D) LABEL= SEQ

G2. CRITERIA

1) IF ARRAY2(1) AND ARRAY2(2) AND ARRAY2(5) AND ARRAY2(6) EQ 0 B: FINISH
2) ELSE B: HOOK
FRAME (Q) LABEL= HOOK

G2. TEXT

1) $ 

G3. ANSWERS

1) A+MI4
2) B+TS1
3) C+MI6
4) D+MI3
5) E+ACT

G4. ACTIONS

1) A B:9
2) B B:19
3) C B:29
4) D B:39
5) E B:FINISH
6) - B:1
7) ' B:TIMOUT
FRAME (D) LABEL=9

G2. CRITERIA

1) IF ARRAY2(1) EQ 0 B:SEQ
2) B:10
FRAME (Q) LABEL=10

G2. TEXT
1) S

G3. ANSWERS
1) A+ AB120

G4. ACTIONS
1) A C: Hook track* B: SEQ
2) - C:ARRAY4(1) = 1 B:SEQ

*Done through hardware
G2. CRITERIA

1) IF ARRAY2(2) EQ 0 B:SEQ
2) B:20
FRAME (Q) LABEL=20

G2. TEXT
1) $ \text{G3. ANSWERS}
1) A+TF4
2) B+MI6
3) C+ACT

G4. ACTIONS
1) A C:ARRAY2(3)=0 C:FRMNUM=21 B:READAN2
2) B C:ARRAY2(4)=0 B:20.1
3) C B:FINISH
4) - B:20.2
5) ' B:TIMOUT
FRAME (Q) LABEL=READAN2

G2. TEXT

1) $

G3. ANSWERS

1) A+ PDEC3040

G4. ACTIONS

1) A B:FRMNUM
2) - ARRAY4(1)=1 B:FRMNUM
FRAME (D) LABEL=20.1

G2. CRITERIA

1) \(C: ARRAY5(4) = ARRAY5(4) + 1\)
2) IF \(ARRAY1(4) \gt 0\) \(C: ARRAY1(4) = ARRAY1(4) - 1\)
   \(C: ARRAY3(4) = 1\) \(C: ARRAY5(4) = ARRAY5(4) - 1\) B:21
3) ELSE \(C: ARRAY2(4) - 1\) B:21
FRAME (D) LABEL = 20.2

G2. CRITERIA
1) C:ARRAY1(4) = ARRAY4(1) + 1
2) B:20
FRAME (Q) LABEL=22

G2. TEXT

1) $ 

G3. ANSWERS

1) A+M16
2) B+TF4
3) C+ACT

G4. ACTIONS

1) A C:ARRAY2(4)=0 B:22.1
2) B C:ARRAY2(3)=0 C:FRMNUM=22.2 B:READAN2
3) C B:FINISH
4) - B:22.3
5) ' TIMOUT
G2. STATEMENTS
   1) B: SEQ
FRAME (D) LABEL= 22.2

G2. CRITERIA
    1) ARRAY5(3)=ARRAY5(3)+1
    2) B:HOOK1
FRAME (D) LABEL=22.3
G2. CRITERIA
   1) ARRAY1(4)=ARRAY1(4)+1
   2) B:22
-FRAME (D) LABEL=29

G2. CRITERIA
   1) IF ARRAY2(5) EQ 0 B:SEQ
   2) B:30
FRAME (Q) LABEL=30

G2. TEXT
1) $$

G3. ANSWERS
1) A+ (Within acceptable error)*

G4. ACTIONS
1) A C:Hook track* B:SEQ
2) - C:ARRAY(1)=1 C:Hook track* B:SEQ

*Done through hardware
FRAME (D) LABEL= 39

G2. CRITERIA
   1) IF ARRAY2(6) EQ 0 B:SEQ
   2) B:40
FRAME (Q) LABEL=40

G2. TEXT

1)

G3. ANSWERS

1) A+ L
2) B+ T
3) C+ E
4) D+ H
5) E+ P
6) F+ A
7) G+ F

G4. ACTIONS

1) A C:ARRAY4(3)=1 C:Hook local tracks* B:SEQ
2) B C:ARRAY4(3)=1 C:Hook all central file tracks* B:SEQ
3) C C:ARRAY4(3)=1 C:Hook jam strobes* B:SEQ
4) D C:Hook high priority track* B:SEQ
5) E C:ARRAY4(3)=1 C:Hook poor quality tracks* B:SEQ
6) F C:ARRAY4(3)=1 C:Hook alerts* B:SEQ
7) G C:ARRAY4(3)=1 C:Hook fire units* B:SEQ
8) - C:ARRAY4(3)=1

*Done through hardware
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FRAME (P)  LABEL=FEED
G2. STATEMENTS
1) C:J(1)=2  C:K(1)=1
2) C:J(2)=3  C:K(2)=4
3) C:J(3)=5  C:K(3)=9
4) C:J(4)=6  C:L(1)=7
5) C:J(5)=8
6) C:J(6)=10
FRAME (P) LABEL+FEED1
G2. STATEMENTS

1) C:I=1
2) IF ARRAY1(I) EQ 0 B:L4
3) C:ARRAY1(I) 'UNNEEDED SWITCH ACTIONS AT STEP' J(I)
   C:PM(J(I))=1
4) C:I=I+1
5) IF I LT 6 B:L2
6) C:I=1
7) IF ARRAY2(J) EQ 0 B:L9
8) C:'THE SWITCH ACTION AT STEP' J(I) 'WAS DELETED'
   C:PM(J(I))=1
9) C:I=I+1
10) IF I LT 6 B:L7
11) C:I=1
12) IF ARRAY3(I) EQ 0 B:L14
13) C: 'THE SWITCH ACTION AT STEP' J(I) 'WAS SUBSTITUTED
    WITH A WRONG RESPONSE' C:PM(J(I))=1
14) C:I=I+1
15) IF I LT 6 B:L12
16) C:I=1
17) IF ARRAY4(I) EQ 0 B:L21
18) C:'THE WRONG INFORMATION WAS ENTERED ON THE
    KEYBOARD AT STEP' K(I) C:PM(K(I))=1
19) C:I=I+1
20) IF I LT 3 B:L17
21) C:I=1
22) IF ARRAY5(I) EQ 0 B:L26
23) C:'SWITCH ACTION' 2+1 'WAS PERFORMED OUT OF ORDER'
   C:PM(J(I)+1
24) C:I=I+1
25) IF I LT 6 B:L22
26) C:I=1
27) IF ARRAY6(I) EQ 0 B:L29
28) C:'WRONG SYMBOL HOOKED AT STEP 7' C:PM(7)=1
29) IF PM (I) EQ 0 FOR (I=1,11) F:TASK PERFORMED CORRECTLY
30) B:SUMMARY
FRAME (D) LABEL= SUMMARY

G2. CRITERIA

1) F:**************************
2) F: SUMMARY
3) F: PERFORMANCE MEASURE PASS FAIL
4) C:I=1 C: COLUMN=26+PM(I)*8 FOR(I=1,6)
5) ALIGN X, COLUMN
APPENDIX C

ENTER FU DATA ON DDG AND ARO
FRAME (Q) LABEL= START3

G2. TEXT

1) TEST 3
2) ENTER FU DATA ON ARO AND DDG
3) (TASK 441-074-1034)
4)
5) (MORE)

G3. ANSWERS

1) 0 WAIT 60
2) A+ACT

G4. ACTIONS

1) 'PRESS THE "ACTION" SWITCH TO PROCEED
THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS PERTAIN TO THIS TEST
1. YOU ARE OPERATING A GROUP OR BATTALION MISSILE MINDER COMPUTER SYSTEM WHICH IS ENERGIZED AND OPERATIONAL
2. YOU MAY REFER TO THE APPROPRIATE TECHNICAL MANUAL(S)

G3. ANSWERS
1) 0 WAIT 60
2) A+ACT

G4. ACTIONS
1) "-F: PRESS THE "ACTION" SWITCH TO PROCEED
G2. TEXT

1) YOU ARE REQUIRED TO ENTER THE FOLLOWING FIRE UNIT DATA ON THE ARO AND DDG
2) FU ADDRESS A12
3) ROW NUMBER 05
4) FU ALERT STATUS 15
5) HOT MISSILE COUNT 20 (WARHEAD TYPE C)
6) COLD MISSILE COUNT 15 (WARHEAD TYPE C)
7) FU STATUS READY
8) THIS INFORMATION SHOULD BE ENTERED WITHIN 6 MINUTES

G3. ANSWERS

1) 0 WAIT 60
2) A+ACT

G4. ACTIONS

1) '-F: PRESS THE "ACTION" SWITCH TO PROCEED
FRAME (Q) LABEL=SETUP

G2. TEXT
   1) $

G3. ANSWERS
   1) A+ TS9
   2) B+ HOOK
   3) C+ TF1
   4) D+ TF3
   5) E+ TF5
   6) F+ TF6
   7) G+ TF4
   8) H+ ACT

G4. ACTIONS
   1) A B:1
   2) B C:FLAG=FLAG-1 B:2
   3) C C:FLAG=FLAG-1 B:3
   4) D C:FLAG=FLAG-1 B:4
   5) E C:FLAG=FLAG-1 B:5
   6) F C:FLAG=FLAG-1 B:6
   7) G C:FLAG=FLAG-1 B:7
   8) H B:FEED
   9) - B:8
  10) ' B:TIMOUT
FRAME (D) LABEL=1

62. CRITERIA
   1) C: ARRAY2(1)=0
   2) B: SETUP
FRAME (D) LABEL=2

G2. CRITERIA
1) C:FRMNUM=2
2) IF FLAG EQ 0 B:READAN1
3) C:ARRAY2(2)=0
FRAME (Q) LABEL=READAN1

G2. TEXT
   1) S

G3. ANSWERS
   1) A=A1205

G4. ACTIONS
   1) A C:FLAG=FLAG+1 B:FRMNUM
   2) - C:FLAG=FLAG+1 C:ARRAY4(1)=ARRAY4(1)+1 B:FRMNUM
FRAME (D) LABEL=3

G2. CRITERIA
1) C:FRMNUM=3
2) IF FLAG EQ 0 B:READAN2
3) C:ARRAY2(3)=0
4) IF ARRAY3(3) EQ 1 C:ARRAY3(3)=0 C:ARRAY1(1)=ARRAY1(1)+1
5) B:SETUP
FRAME  (Q) LABEL=READAN2

G2. TEXT
   1) $a$

G3. ANSWERS
   1) A+15

G4. ACTIONS
   1) A C:FLAG=FLAG+1 B:FRMNUM
   2) - C:FLAG=FLAG+1 C:ARRAY4(2)=ARRAY4(2)+1 B:FRMNUM
FRAME (D) LABEL=4

G2. CRITERIA

1) C:FRMNUM=4
2) IF FLAG EQ 0 B:READAN3
3) C:ARRAY2(4)=0
4) IF ARRAY3(4) EQ 1 C:ARRAY3(4)=0 C:ARRAY1(1)=ARRAY1(1)+1
5) B:SETUP
FRAME  (Q) LABEL= READAN3
G2. TEXT
  1) $

G3. ANSWERS
  1) A+15

G4. ACTIONS
  1) A  C:FLAG+FLAG+1  B:FRMNUM
  2) - C:FLAG=FLAG+1  C:ARRAY4(3)=ARRAY4(3)+1  B:FRMNUM
FRAME (D) LABEL= 5

G2. CRITERIA

1) C:FRMNUM=5
2) IF FLAG EQ 0 B:READAN4
3) C:ARRAY2(5)=0
4) IF ARRAY3(5) EQ 1 C:ARRAY3(5)=0 C:ARRAY1(1)+ARRAY1(1)+1
5) B:SETUP
FRAME (Q) LABEL= READAN4

G2. TEXT
   1) $ 

G3. ANSWERS
   1) A+ C020

G4. ACTIONS
   1) A C:FLAG=FLAG+1 B:FRMNUM
   2) - C:FLAG=FLAG+1 C:ARRAY4(4)=ARRAY4(4)+1 B:FRMNUM
FRAME (D) LABEL= 6

G2. CRITERIA
1) C:FRMNUM=6
2) IF FLAG EQ 0 B:READANS
3) C:ARRAY2(6)=0
4) IF ARRAY3(6) EQ 1 C:ARRAY3(6)=0 C:ARRAY1(1)=ARRAY1(1)+1
5) B:SETUP
FRAME (Q) LABEL= READANS

G2. TEXT
   1) $ 

G3. ANSWERS
   1) A+ C15

G4. ACTIONS
   1) A C:FLAG=FLAG+1 B:FRMNUM
   2) = C:FLAG=FLAG+1 C:ARRAY4(5)=ARRAY4(5)+1 B:FRMNUM
FRAME (D) LABEL=7

G2. CRITERIA

1) C:FRMNUM=7
2) IF FLAG EQ 0 B:READAN6
3) C:ARRAY2(7)=0
4) IF ARRAY3(7) EQ 1 C:ARRAY3(7)=0 C:ARRAY1(1)=ARRAY1(1)+1
5) B:SETUP
FRAME (Q) LABEL=READAN6

G2. TEXT

1) $\$

G3. ANSWERS

1) A + R

G4. ACTIONS

1) A C:FLAG=FLAG+1 B:FRMNUM
2) - C:FLAG=FLAG+1 C:ARRAY4(6)=ARRAY4(6)+1 B:FRMNUM
G2. TEXT

1) $ READ A/N KEYS

G3. ANSWERS

1) A+ A1205
2) B+ 15
3) C+ C020
4) D+ C15
5) E+ $

G4. ACTIONS

1) A B:10
2) B B:11
3) C B:12
4) D B:13
5) E B:14
6) - B:15
G2. CRITERIA

1) IF ARRAY2(3) EQ 0 C:ARRAY1(1)=ARRAY1(1)+1 B:SETUP
2) C:ARRAY3(3)=ARRAY3(3)+1 B:SETUP
FRAME (D) LABEL=11

G2. CRITERIA

1) IF ARRAY2(4) EQ 0  C:ARRAY1(1)=ARRAY1(1)+1  B:SETUP
2) C:ARRAY3(4)=ARRAY3(4)+1  B:SETUP
G2. CRITERIA

1) IF ARRAY2(5) EQ O C:ARRAY1(1)=ARRAY1(1)+1 B:SETUP
2) C:ARRAY3(5)=ARRAY3(5)+1 B:SETUP
FRAME (D) LABEL = 13

G2. CRITERIA

1) IF ARRAY2(6) EQ 0 C:ARRAY1(1)=ARRAY1(1)+1 B:SETUP
2) C:ARRAY3(6)+ARRAY3(6)+1 B:SETUP
FRAME (D) LABEL=14

G2. CRITERIA

1) IF ARRAY2(7) EQ 0 C:ARRAY1(1)=ARRAY1(1)+1 B:SETUP
2) C:ARRAY3(7)=ARRAY3(7)+1 B:SETUP
FRAME  (D)  LABEL= 15
G2. CRITERIA
   1) C:ARRAY1(1)=ARRAY1(1)+1
   2) B:SETUP
FRAME (D) LABEL=FEED

G2. CRITERIA

1) $C:J(1)=1$
2) FOR $I=2,6$ \((C:J(I)=I*2)\)
3) FOR $I=1,5$ \((C:K(I)=I*2+1)\)
G2. CRITERIA

1) IF ARRAY1(I) EQ 0 B:L3
2) C:ARRAY1(I) 'UNNEEDED SWITCH ACTIONS OCCURRED
3) C:I=1
4) IF ARRAY2(I) EQ 0 B:L7
5) C:'THE SWITCH ACTION AT STEP' J(I) 'WAS DELETED'
   C:PM(J(I))=1
6) C:I=I+1
7) IF I LT 6 B:L4
8) C:I=1

9) IF ARRAY3(I) EQ 0 B:L11
10) C:'THE SWITCH ACTION AT STEP' J(I) 'WAS SUBSTITUTED
    WITH A WRONG RESPONSE' C:PM(J(I))=1
11) C:I=I+1
12) IF I LT 6 B:L9
13) C:I=1
14) IF ARRAY4(I) EQ 0 B:L19
15) C:'THE WRONG INFORMATION WAS ENTERED ON
    THE KEYBOARD AT STEP' K(I) C:PM(K(I))=1
16) C:I=I+1
17) IF I LT 5 B:L14
18) IF PM(I) EQ 0 FOR (I=1,12) F:TASK WAS
    PERFORMED CORRECTLY
19) B:SUMMARY
FRAME (D) LABEL=TIMOUT

G2. CRITERIA

1) F: THE TASK EXCEEDED THE TIME LIMIT
2) C: PM(6)=1
G2. CRITERIA

1) F:**************************
2) F: SUMMARY
3) F: PERFORMANCE MEASURE PASS FAIL
4) C: I = 1 C: COLUMN = 26 + PM(I) * 8 FOR (I = 1, 6)
5) ALIGN X, COLUMN
APPENDIX D

SETUP AND INSTRUCTIONS
LESSON NAME SQT3    DATE 2/3/80
FRAME 7.00 (Q)
G2. TEXT

1) PLEASE TYPE IN THE NAME OF THE TSM ON THE C/ED SCREEN.

2) THEN PRESS "C/ED CMNTR ACTION".
3) $$$ CE-WRITE
4) TSM IDENTIFICATION ----
5) LAST NAME:
6) RANK:
7) $$$ SA-CLEAR $

G3. ANSWERS
1) A+CA
FRAME 8.00 (Q)
G2. TEXT

1) $
G3. ANSWERS
1) 0 SP(3,11.15)
2) A XYZ
G4. ACTIONS
1) A==$ C:SET REPLY(7) C:SP(4,6,5) R: $
2) A==$ C:SET REPLY(9)
FRAME 9.00 (Q) LABEL=START
G2. TEXT

1) -----------------------------------------------
2) *** SKILL QUALIFICATION TEST I -- HANDS-ON COMPONENT ***
4) *** MOS 11C ***
5) ***
6) -----------------------------------------------
7) PRESS THE "PRIORITY MESSAGE" SWITCH TO PROCEED.
8) $$$ SA-CLEAR CE-CLEAR PM-ON $
G3. ANSWERS
1) A+PM
2) S SP
G4. ACTIONS
1) F:$$$ SA-CLEAR
2) S B:OUT
FRAME 10.00 (Q)
G2. TEXT

1) PLEASE TYPE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION ON THE C/ED SCREEN IN THE
2) DESIGNATED LINES AND FIELDS:
3) LINE 1: LAST NAME, FIRST NAME, MIDDLE INITIAL
4) LINE 2: SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER AS IT APPEARS ON YOUR MILITARY-ID-CARD
5) LINE 3: YOUR RANK
6) LINE 4: TODAY'S DATE-- DAY MONTH YEAR
7) THEN PRESS THE "C/ED CMNTR ACTION" SWITCH.
8) $$$ CE-WRITE COPY-OFF
9) LAST NAME: [FIRST NAME:] M.I.: 
10) S.S. NO.
LESSON NAME - SOT3  DATE 2/3/60

11) RANK: 
12) DAY: ; MONTH: ; YEAR: 
43) $$$ SA-CLEAR RD-WRITE COPY-ON $

G3. ANSWERS
1) A+CA

G4. ACTIONS
1) A E:11
2) - F:NO. YOU PRESSED THE WRONG SWITCH PRESS THE "C/ED
3) F:CMPTR ACTION" SWITCH R:$$$ SA-CLEAR $

FRAME 10.50 (Q)

G2. TEXT
1) PLEASE TYPE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION ON THE C/ED SCREEN IN THE
2) DESIGNATED LINES AND FIELDS THEN PRESS "C/ED CMPTR ACTION."
3) LINE 1: LAST NAME, FIRST NAME, MIDDLE INITIAL
4) LINE 2: SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER AS IT APPEARS ON YOUR MILITARY-ID-CARD
5) LINE 3: YOUR RANK
6) LINE 4: TODAY'S DATE-- DAY MONTH YEAR
7) $$$ CE-WRITE COPY-OFF
8) LAST NAME: ; FIRST NAME: ; M.I.: ;
9) S. S. NO: -- ;
10) RANK: 
11) DAY: ; MONTH: ; YEAR: 
12) $$$ SA-CLEAR RD-WRITE COPY-ON $

G3. ANSWERS
1) 0 SET KW ON
2) A+CA

G4. ACTIONS
1) - F:NO. YOU PRESSED THE WRONG SWITCH PRESS THE "C/ED
2) F:CMPTR ACTION" SWITCH R:$$$ SA-CLEAR $

FRAME 11.00 (Q)

G2. TEXT
1) $$$ GET(1,11.17) $

G3. ANSWERS
1) A XYZ

G4. ACTIONS
1) C:SET REPLY(1)
2) * F: NO. YOU DID NOT TYPE IN YOUR NAME TRY AGAIN. B:10.5

FRAME 12.00 (Q)

G2. TEXT
1) $$$ GET(1,40.17) $

G3. ANSWERS
1) A XYZ

G4. ACTIONS
1) C:SET REPLY(2)
2) * F: NO. YOU DID NOT TYPE IN YOUR NAME TRY AGAIN. B:10.5
LESSON NAME - SQT3  DATE - 2/3/80

FRAME 13.00 (Q)
G2. TEXT
   1) $$$ GET(1, C, 2) $
G3. ANSWERS
   1) 0 KW OFF
   2) A
G4. ACTIONS
   1) A
   2) C:SET Reply(3)

FRAME 14.00 (Q)
G2. TEXT
   1) $$$ GET(2, 10, 11) $
G3. ANSWERS
   1) 0 KW OFF
   2) A
G4. ACTIONS
   1) C:SET Reply(4)
   2) A: F: NO - YOU DID NOT TYPE IN YOUR S.S. NO. TRY AGAIN. B: 10.5

FRAME 15.00 (Q)
G2. TEXT
   1) $$$ GET(3, 6, 4) $
G3. ANSWERS
   1) 0 SET KW ON
   2) A: XYZ
G4. ACTIONS
   1) C:SET Reply(5)
   2) A: F: NO - YOU DID NOT TYPE IN YOUR RANK. TRY AGAIN. B: 10.5

FRAME 16.00 (Q)
G2. TEXT
   1) $$$ GET(4, 5, 2) $
G3. ANSWERS
   1) A: XY
   2) 1-35
G4. ACTIONS
   1) C:SET Link(3)=Response
   2) A: F: NO - YOU DID NOT TYPE IN THE DATE. B: 10.5

FRAME 17.00 (Q)
G2. TEXT
   1) $$$ GET(4, 14, 3) $
G3. ANSWERS
   1) A: JAN

---

---
LESSON NAME: SAT3  DATE: 2/3/80

1) B+FEE
2) C+MAR
3) D+APR
4) E+MAY
5) F+JUN
6) G+JUL
7) H+AUG
8) I+SEP
9) J+OCT
10) K+NOV
11) L+DEC

G4. ACTIONS
1) C:SET REPLY(6)
2) * F: NO. YOU DID NOT TYPE IN THE DATE. B:10.5
   A: C:LINK(4)=1
   B: C:LINK(4)=2
   C: C:LINK(4)=3
   D: C:LINK(4)=4
   E: C:LINK(4)=5
   F: C:LINK(4)=6
   G: C:LINK(4)=7
   H: C:LINK(4)=8
   I: C:LINK(4)=9
   J: C:LINK(4)=10
   K: C:LINK(4)=11
   L: C:LINK(4)=12

FRAME 18.00 (Q)

G2. TEXT
1) $$$ GET(4,23,2) $

G3. ANSWERS
1) A XY
2) 1 90

G4. ACTIONS
1) C:SET LINK(5)=REPLY
2) A* F: NO. YOU DID NOT TYPE IN THE DATE. TRY AGAIN. B:10.5

FRAME 19.00 (D)

G2. CRITERIA
1) F: $$$ RD-WRITE COPY-ON
2) F: WELCOME TO SKILL QUALIFICATION TEST 3 FOR MOS 12C $
3) C: PRINT REPLY(5) * C: PRINT "$
4) C: PRINT REPLY(1) $
5) C: PRINT /
6) IF SCORE(1,43) 00 1 E:20

FRAME 19.50 (Q)

G2. TEXT
1) IF YOU HAVE AN ELP PRINTOUT OF THE INSTRUCTIONS FOR SAT3 MOC
2) AND DO NOT NEED TO REVIEW THE INSTRUCTIONS AT THIS TIME, PRESS
3) "PRIORITY MESSAGE" TO BEGIN THE FIRST-HANDS-ON-TEST.
4) IF YOU ARE NOT FAMILIAR WITH THE INSTRUCTIONS OF NEED TO REVIEW
5) THEM AT THIS TIME, PRESS "CYCLE MESSAGES" TO PROCEED WITH THE
6) INSTRUCTIONS.
LESSON NAME: SOTS

DATE: 2/3/80

G3. ANSWERS

1) 0 SET KW-ON
2) 0 WAIT 90
3) A+FM
4) B+CM

G4. ACTIONS

1) F: $$ SA-CLEAR
2) A-B:28

FRAME 20.00 (Q) LABEL=INTRO

G2. TEXT

1) THIS IS THE HANDS-ON COMPONENT OF SOTS. IT WILL TEST YOUR ABILITY TO

2) OPERATE THE ACC IN A MANNER THE SAME AS THE TACFIRE OPERATING SYSTEM.

3) IN THIS HOC, YOU WILL NORMALY RECEIVE DIRECTIONS AND DESCRIPTION OF A

4) TACTICAL SITUATION ON THE RD SCREEN. WHENEVER "(MORE)" APPEARS AT THE

5) END OF A LINE AND "PRIORITY MESSAGE" IS Lit, PRESS "PRIORITY MESSAGE"

6) TO DISPLAY THE REMAINDER OF THE TEXT ON THE RD. (MORE)

7) $$ SA-CLEAR CE-CLEAR PM-ON $ 

G3. ANSWERS

1) 0 WAIT 90
2) A+FM

G4. ACTIONS

1) F: $$ SA-CLEAR
2) A-B: GOOD... PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS FOR THIS HOC...

3) F: YOU PressED A SWITCH OTHER THAN "PRIORITY MESSAGE."

4) R: PRESS THE "PRIORITY MESSAGE" SWITCH $ 

5) R: PRESS THE "PRIORITY MESSAGE" SWITCH $ 

FRAME 21.00 (Q) 

G2. TEXT

1) YOU WILL BE TESTED ON TASKS FROM THE MUS 13C SKILL LEVEL 3 SOLDIER'S

2) MANUAL. EACH TASK IS ORGANIZED INTO ONE OF MORE HANDS-ON TESTS.

3) COMPLEX TASKS WILL BE TESTED IN MORE THAN ONE TEST. YOU WILL BE GIVEN

4) THE CONDITIONS, STANDARDS, AND REQUIREMENTS FOR EACH TEST ON THE RD.

5) SCREEN AND ON THE ELP FOR YOUR REFERENCE. THEN, YOU WILL BE ASKED TO

6) CARRY OUT THE PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR THAT TEST. (MORE)

7) $$ SA-CLEAR CE-CLEAR PM-ON $ 

G3. ANSWERS

1) 0 WAIT 90
2) A+FM

G4. ACTIONS

1) F: $$ SA-CLEAR
2) R: NO.- PRESS "PRIORITY MESSAGE" TO DISPLAY THE REMAINDER OF THE TEXT.$

3) R: PRESS THE "PRIORITY MESSAGE" SWITCH $

FRAME 21.50 (Q) 

G2. TEXT

1) FOR EACH TEST, OPERATE THE PROPER SWITCH PANEL ASSEMBLY SWITCHES

2) AND/OR USE THE KEYBOARD TO MAKE ENTRIES IN THE APPROPRIATE SUBFIELDS

3) ON THE C/ED SCREEN USE THE SAME PROCEDURES AS YOU WOULD IN THE
INSTRUCTIONS

This is the hands-on component of the SQT. It will test your ability to operate the simulator in the same manner as the Missile Minder operating system. In this HOC, you will normally receive directions and descriptions of a tactical situation on the screen. Whenever "(More)" appears at the end of the line, press the "action" switch to display the remainder of the text.

You will be tested on the MOS 25L Soldier's Manual. Each task is organized into one or more hands-on tests. Complex tasks will be tested in more than one test. You will be given the conditions, standards, and requirements for each test on the screen. Then, you will be asked to carry out the performance requirements for that test.

For each test, operate the proper switch panel action switches and/or use the alphanumeric keyboard to make the proper keyboard entries. Use the same procedures as you would in the field operating system for a battalion Missile Minder system. If you make an error, the system will respond as if your action was correct. Do not try to correct the error. The testing system will not be able to know when you have completed the test. At the end of all switch actions and keyboard entries, you must push the "action" switch to tell the system that you have finished the test. If you don't push this switch, the system will wait until the allotted test time is over and give you an error for taking too much time.

You will be supplied with the proper Missile Minder technical manual, TH9-1430-652-10-3. You can use this manual during the test.

When you finish each test, the computer will provide you with a list of the errors committed during the test, if any. There are several types of errors. It will tell you if 1) you made switch actions that weren't needed; 2) you
deleted a switch action that was needed; 3) you substituted a wrong switch action for the correct one; 4) you made a wrong keyboard entry; 5) a switch action was performed out of order; 6) you took too long to complete the task.

Each of the tasks is broken down into discrete steps which must be passed to correctly perform the task. At the end of the task, a summary of performance on each step will be provided with either a "go" or "no-go" score. A "go" means that the step has been successfully completed. A "no-go" means that the step was not done correctly.

If you understand the instructions and have technical manual TM-9-1430-652-10-3 and you are ready to proceed to the start of the first test, type "go" on the keyboard and press the "action" switch. If you wish to review the instructions, type "review" on the keyboard and press the "action" switch.

You have now begun the SQT for MOS 25L.